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YUROK TRIBE: RESOURCES FOR FURTHER LEARNING

The following is a list of key online resources that NCAI’s Partnership for Tribal Governance consulted during its development of the “Innovation Spotlight” case study documenting the Yurok Tribe’s natural resource management approach.

To learn more about the Yurok Tribe’s governance story, please contact Ian Record, Director, NCAI Partnership for Tribal Governance, at irecord@ncai.org.

Resources for Further Learning

Yurok Tribe Resources:

Yurok Tribe website

Yurok Tribe Constitution (1993)

Yurok Tribe: Yurok Tribe and law enforcement partners crack down on illegal marijuana cultivation sites

Yurok Today: Klamath River salmon run in crisis: Tribe forced to cancel commercial fishery to protect fish

Yurok Today: Tribe Buys Sacred Blue Creek

Related Resources:

Honoring Nations: Yurok Tribe Wellness Programming (video)

News Coverage:

Community Alliance for Global Justice: Genetically Engineered Salmon: A Profit-making Frankenfish for whom?

Daily Kos: Yurok Tribe braces for worst fisheries disaster in Klamath River history

Del Norte Triplicate: Yurok cancel commercial fishing for 3rd year in a row

Inter Press Service News Agency: Preservation of the Klamath River – a Life or Death Matter for the Yurok People
**KRCR News: Yurok Tribe establishes “Rights of the Klamath River”**

New Food Economy: After decades, Native American tribes are regaining their fishing rights. But are there any fish left?

North Coast Journal: Yurok Tribe Awarded UN Honor for Forest Management Practices

Redheaded Blackbelt: Yurok Chairman Testifying to Congress this Afternoon About Climate Change Impacts

Redheaded Blackbelt: Tribe Suspends Operation Yurok; No Large Marijuana Grows